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Count cells equal to case sensitive

Generic formula 

= SUMPRODUCT( -- EXACT(value,range))

Summary 

To count cells that contain specific text, taking into account upper and lower case, you can use a
formula based on the EXACT function together with the SUMPRODUCT function. In the example
shown, E5 contains this formula, copied down:

= SUMPRODUCT( -- EXACT(D5,data))

Where "data" is the named range B5:B15. The result is a case-sensitive count of each code listed
in column D.

Explanation 

In this example, the goal is to count codes in a case-sensitive way. The functions COUNTIF and
COUNTIFS are both good options for counting text values, but neither is case-sensitive, so they
can't be used to solve this problem. The solution is to use the EXACT function to compare
codes and the SUMPRODUCT function to add up the results.

The EXACT function takes two arguments: text1 and text2. When text1 and text2 match exactly
(considering upper and lower case), EXACT returns TRUE. Otherwise, EXACT returns FALSE:

= EXACT("abc","abc") // returns TRUE
= EXACT("abc","ABC") // returns FALSE 
= EXACT("abc","Abc") // returns FALSE

In the example shown, we have four codes in column D and some duplicated codes in B5:B15, the
named range data. We want to count how many times each code in D5:D8 appears in B5:B15, and
this count needs to be case-sensitive.

The formula in E5, copied down, is:

= SUMPRODUCT(( -- EXACT(D5,data)))

Working from the inside-out, we are using the EXACT function to compare the codes:

-- EXACT(D5,data)

EXACT compares the value in D5 ("ABC") to all values in B5:B15. Because we are giving EXACT
multiple values in the second argument, it returns multiple results. In total, EXACT returns 11
values (one for each code in B5:B15) in an array like this:

-- {TRUE;FALSE;FALSE;FALSE;FALSE;FALSE;FALSE;TRUE;TRUE;FALSE;TRUE}

Each TRUE represents an exact match of "ABC" in B5:B15. Each FALSE represents a value
in B5:B15 that does not match "ABC". Because we want to count results, we use a double-negative
(--) to convert TRUE and FALSE values into 1's and 0's. The resulting array looks like this:

{1;0;0;0;0;0;0;1;1;0;1} // 11 results

Using the double-negative like this is an example of Boolean logic, a technique for handling TRUE
and FALSE values like 1's and 0's. This array is delivered directly to the SUMPRODUCT function:

= SUMPRODUCT({1;0;0;0;0;0;0;1;1;0;1}) // returns 4

With just one array to process, SUMPRODUCT sums all numbers in the array and returns the final
result: 4.

Note: Because SUMPRODUCT can handle arrays natively, it's not necessary to use
Control+Shift+Enter to enter this formula.
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Related formulas 

Summary count with COUNTIF
When working with data, a common need is to perform summary
calculations that show total counts in different ways. For
example, total counts by category, color, size, status, etc. The
COUNTIF function is a good way to generate these kinds of
totals...

Count cells that contain case sensitive
In this example, the goal is to count codes that appear as
substrings in a case-sensitive way. The functions COUNTIF and
COUNTIFS are both good options for counting text values, but
these functions are not case-sensitive, so they can't be used to...

Count cells that contain specific text
The COUNTIF function counts cells in a range that meet criteria.
For example, to count the number of cells in a range that contain
"a" you can use: = COUNTIF ( range , "a" ) // exact match However,
note this is an exact match. In order to...

Case sensitive lookup
At the core, this is an INDEX and MATCH formula, with the
EXACT function used inside MATCH to perform a case-sensitive
match. Working from the inside-out, EXACT is configured to
compare the value in E5 against names in the range B5:B14:
EXACT ( E5...

Count specific words in a cell
B4 is the cell we're counting words in, and C4 contains the
substring (word or any substring) you are counting. SUBSTITUTE
removes the substring from the original text and LEN calculates
the length of the text without the substring. This number is...

Related functions 

Excel SUMPRODUCT Function
The Excel SUMPRODUCT function multiplies ranges or arrays
together and returns the sum of products. This sounds boring,
but SUMPRODUCT is an incredibly versatile function that can
be...

Excel EXACT Function
The Excel EXACT function compares two text strings, taking into
account upper and lower case characters, and returns TRUE if
they are the same, and FALSE if not. EXACT is case-sensitive.

See also 

The double negative in Excel formulas

Related courses 

Core Formula

Excel Formula Training
Formulas are the key to getting things done in
Excel. In this accelerated training, you'll learn how to
use formulas to manipulate text, work with dates and
times, lookup values with VLOOKUP and INDEX &
MATCH, count and sum with criteria, dynamically
rank values, and create dynamic ranges. You'll also
learn how to troubleshoot, trace errors, and fix
problems. Instant access. See details here.
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Download 100+ Important Excel Functions

Get over 100 Excel Functions you should know in one handy PDF.
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Topics

Formula Basics
Formula Examples
Conditional Formatting
Pivot Tables
Excel Tables
Excel Charts
Shortcuts
More...

Key functions

IF function
VLOOKUP function
XLOOKUP function
FILTER function
SUMIFS function
COUNTIFS function
SUMPRODUCT function
INDEX and MATCH
More functions...

Hi - I'm Dave Bruns, and
I run Exceljet with my
wife, Lisa. Our goal is to
help you work faster in

Excel. We create short videos, and clear
examples of formulas, functions, pivot
tables, conditional formatting, and
charts. Read more.
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Thanks for the information you provide. It has already saved me hours. It also makes excel sort of
fun (gasp). -Martin
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